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lament, 127, 135–136, 138
minimal prompt, 126, 133–134
moral, 3
children, 9
distancing, 6
reflection on see reflection
sibling/mother disputes, 36
moral agency see moral agency
narratives, 419–429
context, 423–424
endings, 421–423
European-American see American
(Euro-) culture
self-esteem and, 426
structure, 420–421
Taiwan see Taiwanese culture
see also narrative(s)
parents’ responses, 243, 369
past, 85–88
see also reminiscing
peer, 235–236
preschool and toddler years, 265
reparation, 261–264
reporting others’, 288–289
reproach see reproach
requests for an account, 126, 127–130
narrative elicitations, 129–130
self-concept and, 102, 254–255
self-improvement and, 261–264
victim of, 229–230
transmission, social
culture, of, 276
empowerment and, 285
language and, 274
moral knowledge, 4
see also socialization
validated narrative, 270, 278, 283, 315
voice
empowering, 285–291
feminist concepts of, 273–274
gaining, 279–285
imposed, 278, 283
moral, 279
moral agency and, 277–279
power and, 277–279
socio-cultural concepts of, 275–277
see also narrative(s)
Vygotskian approach, 48, 124, 172
guided learning see learning
recurrence, 430
zone of proximal development, 351–352
young children, moral development, 4
zone of proximal development, 351–352
see also scaffolding